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Jesuits Morally Oppose Haig
The motto of the Society of
Jesus appears on many of the
buildings at Fairfield University— A.M.D.G.—ad majorem Dei
gloriam, "for the greater glory of
God." For over four hundred
years, Jesuits have been involved
throughout the world in proclaiming in word and in work "God's
greater glory," filled with the same
Spirit that animated the Lord
Jesus, "The Spirit of the Lord is on
me, because he has anointed me
to preach the good news to the
poor." (Lk 4:18) Jesus sought out
and was sought out by the poor
and the powerless, the blind and
the lame, the prisoner and the outcast; he was accused by his
enemies of consorting with sinners. In cases of conflict, Jesus
was on the side of the powerless.
In his work, The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, the
founder of the Jesuit Order invites
Christians to make an election, a
choice in the spirit of Christ who

chose the "weak ones of this
• world to confound the strong."
Just as Jesus came to identify
himself with the poor and the
powerless, St. Ignatius invites us
to choose "the highest spiritual
poverty, and even actual poverty,
to desire insults and contempt, for
from these springs humility."
Clearly, Jesuits, the spiritual sons
of Ignatius, are called upon to
signalize themselves in identification with the poor, both spiritually
and actually, and in leading and
teaching others to do the same.
In 1975, the Thirty-second
General Congregation of the
Society of Jesus reaffirmed the
commitment of Jesuits to the poor
and the powerless. The Congregation defines a Jesuit as one who
"knows that he is a sinner, yet called to be a companion of Jesus." In
response to the question, "What
is it to be a companion of Jesus today?", the Congregation replies,
"It is to engage, under the stan-

dard of the Cross, in the crucial
struggle of our time: the struggle
for faith and that struggle for
justice which it includes." The
Congregation further states, "The
Society of Jesus ... acknowledging with repentance its own failures in keeping faith and upholding justice, and asking itself
before Christ crucified what it has
done for him, what it is doing for
him, and what it is going to do for
him, chooses participation in this
struggle as the focus that identifies in our time what Jesuits are
and do."
Mindful of the thousands (including the archbishop, clergy, religious, and the people of God)
who have been murdered in El Salvador in their struggle for justice
and human rights, moved by the
accounts of violence from American and Salvadoran Jesuits, distressed by the destruction being
directed at Jesuit institutions and

their personnel there, heeding the
anguished plea of the chief Shepherd of Christ's flock there—a
plea echoed by our brother Jesuits
and concerned persons there and
everywhere —that the United
States stop giving military aid to
the incumbent junta, and perplexed by the American government's
contrary policy, we, the undersigned members of the Fairfield Jesuit
Community, wish to express our
regret that Fairfield University has
decided to honor the Secretary of
State who must implement this
foreign policy. Without passing
judgment on either the integrity of
those who choose to honor Mr.
Haig, or the sincerity of his own
position, we wish to exercise our
constitutional right and discharge
our moral duty to dissociate ourselves from this tribute. Our integrity as men committed to faith
and justice demands this dissent,
lest loyalty appear to have eclipsed justice once more.

William J. Cullen, S.J.
Thomas J. Regan, S.J.
William G. Devine, S.J.
Frank W. Lewis, S.J.
Michael D. Barber, S.J.
Charles H. Allen, S.J.
William J. Eagan, S.J.
Charles F. Kelley, S.J.
Francis J. Moy, S.J.
Patrick J. Cafferty, S.J.
John W. Elder, S.J.
Douglas Hypolite, S.J.
Crispin T. Somera, N.S.J.
William Hohmann, S.J.
Denis R. Como, S.J.
Ronald V. Perry, S.J.
George H. McCarron, S.J.
Thomas R. Ryan, N.S.J.
Maurice Wong, S.J.
William J. Kennedy, S.J.
Vincent W. Hevern, S.J.
John O. Borgo, S.J.
Michael Gareffa, N.S.J.
Martin G. Shaughnessy, S.J.
Walter R. Pelletier, S.J.
James M. Murphy, S.J.
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Petry Evaluates Kelley's Letter

History professor Walter Petry recently criticized a letter to the
Academic Council in which Fr. Kelley offered his views on the Haig controversy.
[Photo by Duane Bailey]

by Richard Swietek
A recent letter from President
Aloysuis P. Kelley to the Academic Council has caused a number of questions to be raised, concerning the selection of Secretary
of State Alexander'Haig as a recipient of an honorary degree. The
letter outlined reasons and procedures for the appointment, and
included some of the president's
own ideas on the recent controversy. Professor Walter J. Petry was a
member of that council and voiced
his opinions on the memo.
The first discrepancy pointed
out by Prof. Petry concerns a
meeting he and another professor
had with Fr. Kelley in March 1980
to discuss their apprehensions regarding Mr. Haig's invitation to
speak at commencement. In his
letter to the Academic Council, Fr.
Kelley states that, "Neither in the
intervening months nor subse-.
quently was there any expression
of faculty concern regarding the
invitation.
Prof. Petry also commented that
not once in his letter does the
president mention, the honorary
degree that the Secretary of State
is receiving, but rather discusses
only his selection as commencement speaker. The teachers who
disapprove of the selection aren't

against his appointment as speakFr. Kelley also mentioned that
the invitation was "not intended
er, but are annoyed that he is
as an endorsement of the present
receiving a degree from Fairfield.
administration or of any of its
Fr. Kelley also said that "Mr.
domestic or foreign policies," but
Haig is being honored and has
been invited to be the commence- -■-Prof. Petry feels it has already
been made political because a
ment speaker because of the imSecretary of State has been
portant role he has played in the
chosen. According to Prof. Petry,
life of this nation." Prof. Petry
one of the most important things
feels this raises the question of
in a situation such as this is to
exactly what the Sec. of State is
make sure that the university is
being honored for. Petry feels that
not compromising on the image or
an award such as this must be
values represented by the school.
given to someone who has accomplished something special to
The two men did agree on one
make him stand out from others.
thing. As Fr. Kelley mentioned in
According to Petry, Haig's backhis letter, "A university ought
ground is too sketchy and more inalways to its business—and disformation
concerning
the
cussion, and argumentation and
secretary's involvement in Vietdisagreement are its business—in
nam and Watergate is necessary
a way appropriate to its special
before the school chooses to
nature." Prof. Petry commented
bestow this honor upon him.
that, "It is important that other
Prof. Petry made it clear that all
universities realize that Fairfield is
teachers opposed to Haig would
not a tyranny or a following, but a
attend if they could, even though
place where opposing viewpoints
the administration might not want
are welcomed and not suppressthem at graduation. As Fr. Kelley
ed." Petry concluded by saying he
wrote in his letter, "I have already
appreciates Fr. Kelley because he
indicated to some faculty memtruly understands what a universibers and intend to communicate ty is about, and in his opinion,
to all of the faculty, that those who "this situation would have made
do not wish to participate should more sense with either of the last
feel under no obligation to be pre- two presidents of the university,
. than with Fr. Kelley."
sent."

Academic Council Against Haig
by Lauren Pennisi
In response to the controversy
surrounding Alexander Haig, the
Academic Council passed a motion stating: "The Academic Council expresses its disapproval of
the selection of Alexander Haig as
an honorary degree recipient."
The motion, proposed by Father
Devine, passed by a vote of 10 to 6
at the April 8th meeting.
As the executive body of the
faculty, the decision represents
the extent of the Academic Council's capacity to act on the Haig
issue. Any farther action is Father
Kelley's decision.
Initially, the council meeting
gathered in reaction to Professor
Rosivach's proposed motion,
which stated: "It was a mistake to
invite Alexander Haig to receive an
honorary degree." The motion was
defeated, 7 to 7, and 2 abstentions, after much discussion. It
was voted down for various rea-

sons. Some members felt the wording of the motion implied a procedural error, others thought the
motion was not specific leading to
confusion as to what was being
objected, and others felt the motion straddled the issue.
Father Kelley was invited to attend the meeting in order to respond to Professor Rosivach's motion. Due to a previous commitment, Father Kelley was not present at the meeting. Instead, he
issued a memoradum to the council expressing his view of Haig's
selection.
The statement reviewed last
year's procedure for choosing
degree recipients, which he found
consistent with previous years. He
stated the selection committee
hasn't any record to show where
Haig's recommendation originated. Later in the memorandum,
Father Kelley focussed his attention on the present situation. He

stated that Haig's invitation is not
an endorsement of anything Haig
has said or done in his personal or
private life. Father Kelley also said
he "sees no good purpose" and
"fears considerable embarrassment for the University" if
Rosivach's motion was passed.
For these reasons, he requested
the motion be defeated.
After Rosivach's proposal was
defeated, alternative motions
were suggested. Dr. M. Grossman
proposed a motion to deal with the
sentiments of those on campus. It
stated: "An area of the campus be
set aside for those wishing to express dissent from the honorary
degree to Alexander Haig." Grossman felt it would be useful to formalize that it is allowed. The motion was defeated, 2 to 14, because some members are in favor
of Haig and others felt they
shouldn't be limited in their right
to demonstrate. Also, ttie ques-

tion was raised whether the motion was to include outsiders
wishing to protest Haig.
Dr. Petry offered a proposal
stating: "That the Academic Council form an ad hoc committee to
explore possibilities of, and make
proposals to recind the honorary
degree to Alexander Haig." This
motion was defeated, 5 to 7 and 4
abstentions, for a variety of
reasons. Some members felt that
this action would be awkward,
others thought it was too late
since the damage was already
done by inviting Haig, and other
members felt this action was
unlikely to have any effect.
In an interview with Professor
Rosivach, he commented on the
Academic Council proceeding. He
said that the council has a
legitimate concern with the Haig
issue, since it is part of the council's function to nominate honorary degree recipients. Presently,

there is confusion whether Haig's
nomination went through the
council last year.
He felt Wednesday's meeting
represented the faculty since
there was a wide spectrum of opinions. According to Rosivach,
"this is the first group on campus,
in the public forum, that addressed the issue of morality." He
stated that graduation is important, but the issues are also important. "Life is more than one big
party." By making this comment,
he is not implying that graduation
should be ruined, but the decision
to invite Haig already accomplished this. "It was an unfortunate
mistake." Rosivach also stated
that any form of protest will be
nothing compared to the security
measures during commencement.
He hopes that there aren't any outside agitators to interfere because
"anything that's done will exacerbate a bad situation."
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Administration Explains Tuition Increases
by Richard Swietek
Students next year will have to
delve deep into their pockets for
an extra $850 due to rising costs in
tuition and expenses. The increase is high in comparison with
previous years, the decision to up
the cost carries with it some
necessary explanations.
Of the 28 Jesuit Universities in
the country, Fairfield will be ranked seventh or eighth next year
behind such schools as Boston
College, Holy Cross and Georgetown in tuition. Georgetown's tuition, which is $5,750, is the
highest of all the Jesuit colleges
and is $1,300 more than Fairfield.
One of the most important
reasons for the escalating costs is
the teacher's compensation
package which is an extremely
large component of the budget.
The compensation plan which
represents a larger package each
year includes: salaries, retirement
benefits, social security, health insurance and other fringe benefits
for teachers. Administration expects the program to make up
13% of the estimated $23 million
budget for the next year, an increase of 2.1% over the 1980-81
cost.
Utilities are also a major concern for administrators when plan-

ning the budget. This past year the
university budgeted much higher
for heating expenses than expected, but due to lower than normal temperatures the costs will be
on target. Because of this, administration plans to continue to
over-budget for utilities every year
in an effort to make up for possible deficits caused by cold
winters.
New buildings and renovations
have also contributed to the growing cost of tuition. Since Fairfield
is a young institution many of the
buildings on campus still have
mortgages which the university
must pay off. These outstanding
mortgages comprise what the administration calls a "debt
service." Next year this debt service will cost the college $1.6
million dollars. As President
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. pointed
out, "In future years the debt service will continually become a
smaller percentage of the budget
as the university pays off the principal and interest we owe on
newer buildings."
He also noted that Fairfield
doesn't deal with postponing
maintenance work, but rather
works to keep up the condition of
dorms and buildings every year.
Many schools across the nation

will wait to fix certain problems
until enough funds are available
and thereby add the cost to the
next year's budget under the
category
of
"deferred
maintenance." Fr. Kelley stated
that Fairfield does not practice
this procedure, because even
though the university may save
some money for the present time,
costs for maintenance are bound
to rise and cause an ever greater
debt for later years.
One other reason for increasing
costs is that the school is mainly
financed through the tuition paid
by students. Next year the university's endowment will total $2
million. This is in comparison to
the $1.5 billion that schools such
as the University of Texas and Harvard University maintain each
year. It must be remembered
though, that Fairfield is a rather
new college whose oldest alumni
is about 51 years old. Graduating
classes were not very big until ten
years ago and that doesn't leave a
great deal of time for those
graduates to build a career which
allows them to make significant
contributions to the university. It
is due to these circumstances that
there is only a small number of
alumni who have resources to contribute endowments.

Forum Discusses El Salvador Relations
Marguerite Downing
Problem: U.S. Relations with El
Salvador - how do we handle
them? This was the question three
faculty members and students
tried to put into perspective at a
forum on El Salvador hosted by
the Young Democrats on Tuesday,
April 14.
Professor Walter Petry (History)
began the forum with an historical
background of El Salvador. Petry
stated, "There is much less
mystification if we look back to
the past." He reviewed the "pattern of violence and repression"
repeated since 1520, when Cortez
conquered Mexico, and continued
up to the present. In regard to
United States interference in El
Salvador, Petry pointed out
"Americans forget that America
was modernized following the
Civil War." He added, "Our problems are different from theirs.
They'll have to deal with those
themselves."
Dr. Bejel (Modern Languages),
offered information gained
through personal experience. He
informed those in attendance that
there has been a "tremendous difference" in social classes since
the 15th century, and 70 per cent
of the land has been "in the hands
of fourteen families." According
to Bejel, "It is only a matter of time
as to how much blood will be spilt.
The Popular Liberation Movement
are going to have their way. It is

the only solution structually."
Dr. Bejel stated that people in
countries like El Salvador are
seeking growth and, importantly,
dignity. "Masses want to
control...even if that means to
make mistakes." In effect, Dr. Bejel stated, they are saying to countries like the U.S., "Don't tell us
what is right. Don't impose your
ways on a different people with a
different ancient culture." Bejel
stressed that "the craziest thing
the U.S. can do is to support the
repressive minority in charge."
Dr. Orman (Politics), offered a
different view of the El Salvador
situation. In his talk, he tried to
review the U.S. decision making
factors in regard to El Salvador. He
cited the "get tough" personality
of the administration, bureaucracy, and institutional experience
(the historical pattern of U.S. relations with Latin America), as important factors in U.S. policy
toward El Salvador.
Dr. Orman also pointed out that
El Salvador is not like Vietnam in
many ways. An important constraint on presidential decisions
has been the extensive media
coverage of goings on in El
Salvador and the new institutional
safeguards against an exact
repetition of an event like Vietman.
In conclusion, Professor Petry
suggested that "What the U.S.
should do is guarantee the lives of

every group that sits down and
negotiates with the right wing
(government)." Encouragement of
negotiations could relieve El
Salvador of much conflict and unnecessary bloodshed.
Presently, El Salvador is ruled
by the civilian-military junta. Their
goal is to win the support of the
peasants who make up 60 per cent
of El Salvador's population, while
physically crushing the leftist
guerillas who are attempting a
rebellion. The government's land
reform is also designed to prove to
domestic and foreign governments that their government is
committed to improving the people's lives. The program has
received
much
financial,
technological, and moral backing
from the U.S. government's Agency for International Development
and the AFI-CIO's American Institute for Free Labor Development.
As planned, the reform would be
the most extensive undertaken in
Central America, affecting nearly
two-thirds of the rural poor.
Because of violence, administrative delays, and decreasing
agricultural credits, plans may be
slowing down considerably.
The various phases of land
reform involve the take over of
large farms by the government and
the redistribution of farm land to
the peasant population. Opposition from leftists and outside interference has caused considerable conflict.

There is hope for students
though, because next year the administration which in the past has
increased financial aid proportionately with increases in tuition,
will next year raise financial aid
above the percent increase in tuition.
In the long run Fr. Kelley con-
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siders the forming of the budget
one big compromise. "The increases are dependent on inflation and improvement of the
whole educational program. You
can try to keep costs down, but a
number of fixed costs will constantly cause increases," stated
Fr. Kelley.
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Faculty Petitions
Against Haig
For a variety of reasons, including Alexander Haig's past
behavior with respect to Watergate, Vietnam, Cambodia, and
Chile during the Nixon admin. istration, and Haig's behavior
with respect to El Salvador currently, we find it very difficult
to participate in a ceremony
that grants an honorary degree
to Haig and which presents
Haig as the honored commencement speaker.
Therefore, the following people wish to inform their fellow
faculty that they do not wish to
honor Alexander Haig, with
each person having their own
reasons for choosing not to
honor Haig:
Arthur Anderson, Sociology
Emilio Bejel,
Modern Languages
Alfred F. Benney,
Religious Studies
. Robert E. Bolger, Mathematics
Salvatore Bongiorno, Biology
Dorothea Braginsky,
Psychology
Daniel Buczek, History
Augustine Caffrey,
Religious Studies
Kevin Cassidy, Politics
Rev. William Cullen, S.J.
Campus Ministry
Rev. William G. Devine, S.J.
Economics
Edward Dew, Politics
Robert Dubroff, Education
Pamela Dudac, Nursing
King J. Dykeman, Philosophy
Philip Eliasoph, Fine Arts
Rev. John Elder, S.J.,
Chemistry
James Farnham, English

Leo Fay, Sociology
Benjamine Fine, Mathematics
Joan Fleitas, Nursing
Elizabeth Gardner, Psychology
Donald Greenberg, Politics
Orin Grossman, Fine Arts
Evangelos Hadjimichael,
Physics
Dennis Hodgson, Sociology
Alan Katz, Politics
Lawrence Kazura, History
Abbas Khadjavi, Physics
Hans Koening,
Graduate School
John Kolakowski,
Modern Languages
Rudolph Landry, English
George Lang, Mathematics
R. James Long, Philosophy
Michael McDonnell, English
Kim McElhaney,
Campus Ministry
Thomas Mclnerney, English
Rev. James Murphy, S.J.,
History
Lisa Newton, Philosophy
John Orman, Politics
Walter Petry, History
Mariann Regan, English
Richard Regan, English
Rev. Thomas Regan, S.J.,
Philosophy
Rose Rodriques, Sociology
Vincent Rosivach,
Gr./Roman Studies
Jane Sax, Fine Arts
Kurt Schlichting, Sociology
Rev. Crispin Somera, S.J.,
Campus Ministry
Raymond Stabile,
Modern Languages
John Thiel, Religious Studies
Rev. Michael Thornburg,
Religious Studies
Celia Wells, English

Dining Room To Promote University Interests
by Bryan LeClerc
A Vice-President's dining room
has recently been completed in
the basement of the Campus
Center. The room, which holds 6
to 8 people, is located across the

hall from the mail room window.
The main use of the facility will
be to "promote the interests of the
University for fund raising and
special interest groups," said Provost Dr. John Barone. This will

Haig Security Considered Routine

Poor attendance plagued the recent SEC engagement with Harry Chapin.
See editorial page 6 and story page 8.
[Photo by Patty Lanza]

by Bryan LeClerc
The security plans for Alexander Haig's visit to the University
have been released. According to
Mr. Vincent Brennan, head of
security for the school, the
measures that will be taken on
May 24 at the commencement
ceremony are "not unusual" considering this type of public figure.
For the State Department,
Secretary of State Haig's visit will
"be just routine," according to
Brennan. The State Department is
the body responsible for protecting Haig just as the Secret Sevice

is for the President. The Fairfield
campus will be closed off to all
uninvited guests on graduation
day, as has been done in past
years.
Despite what seems to be a
sizable growth of controversy on
Haig's attendance at the University by some segments of the
school's population, no extra problems are expected. Reports have
been received that at least one
group will be protesting outside of
the front gates the day of Haig's
visit.

broaden the range of programs
Fairfield University can provide for
outsiders and enhance its image.
In general, the room cannot be used by student groups.
The basement location was
chosen for several reasons. First,
it was felt that it was not in the
best interest to move the commuters out of their lounge, said
Campus Center director James
Fitzpatrick.
Second, the "special dinners"
on Mondays through Thursdays
were considered too important to
bump if something special came
up.
Lastly, the only other small dining room on campus, the President's Room, can only be used in
functions involving the President
of the University.
This new addition to the
school's facilities will fulfill a need
and image development the
University requires.
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Concerned Faculty" Plan Protest

by Tom Callahan
A group of professors calling
themselves "Concerned Faculty"
has formed in recent weeks in
order to correlate means of protest of Alexander Haig at commencement exercises.
The group consists of those
faculty members that have signed
the dissenting petition that appears in this week's MIRROR.
At the initial meeting many
forms of protest were discussed.
They' ranged from dramatic, an
organized walk-out during Haig's
speech, to dignified, the simple
wearing of armbands.

One of the main concerns of the
faculty was finding a way to show
their disapproval without disrupting graduation ceremonies. Various members were sympathetic
to the reservations voiced by the
administration and the senior
class. They gave assurances that
it was not their intention to "ruin"
graduation.
The idea that seemed to have
considerable support among the
group was the wearing of armbands. It was felt this method
would be peaceful yet still effective. This would allow participation by students as well as faculty.

Another suggestion that was
discussed is the possibility of
holding a silent vigil on the day of
graduation. More concrete plans
are being formulated in this area.
Other ideas that were mentioned
include a boycott of the ceremonies and leafleting the crowd
with a statement of their position.
The professors plan on meeting
again in the upcoming weeks to
further discuss their plans. The
group's priority is, in some form,
to show the students, parents, administration, press and Haig himself that there are elements of
disapproval within the university.

FUSA Under Fire From Administration
by Mary Kay Wysocki
Tensions had been building
concerning the noise level of outdoor concerts, according to Mike
Bentivegna, President of FUSA.
The problem peaked with Fairfest
last September. "We (FUSA)
received no ultimatum from the
administration," said Bentivegna,
"but we were informed that if May
Day '81 was a repeat of Fairfest '80
there would be no more outdoor
concerts."
George Hesse, chairman of
SEC, explains that "the major problem is that the sound from the
bandshell rolls up the surrounding
hills. We discussed the problem
with several sound companies and
the ony solution seems to be redirecting the sound."
The plan SEC has developed to
re-direct the sound entails building a new stage with its back running against the first base line.
The sound will be thrown towards
the Campus Center and the gym
rather than the immediate residences surrounding the universityThe traditional format of May
Day has also been slightly modi-

fied. Featured this year will be
acoustic guitarist-comedian Ray
Boston, and following him, The
Pousette Dart Band. The drop from
the traditional three bands to one
band and a single guitarist is quite
a change. "We would love to have
three bands," comments Hesse.
"We realize the students aren't going to be pleased, but the options
given are this (modifications) or
nothing (no more outdoor concerts)." Hesse points out that the
changes in May Day are an experiment to see "if we can control the
noise level by redirecting the
sound."
About six weeks ago, FUSA and
SEC were told that May Day could
not be held under the same conditions as Fairfest had been held.
"The alternatives and modifications were all initiated by FUSA
and SEC," explains Lisa LaGuardia, Director of Student Activities.
"We have no control over the outside community," she continues,
"so we are better off making our
activities more manageable than
doing away with them completely.
I feel the students from FUSA and
SEC have been very reasonable

about making the compromises."
Mr. William P. Schimpf, VicePresident of Student Services,
views the modifications as a step
towards a good neighbor policy.
While the people of Fairfield are
proud of the University, they are
also apprehensive over our activities.
Once people are attuned to a
problem, like the noise level of
outdoor concerts, then they react
more readily to the next incident
according to Mr. Schimpf. FUSA's
modifications to May Day attempt
to temper the sound level and consequently minimize the inconveniences. "We would like to have
outdoor concerts but we don't
want to get our immediate neighbors so upset that they fight us
when we go to the zoning board
for something like the townhouse
projecc."
Both Bentivegna and Hesse
stress that the.format modifications are only tentative, "and if
there are no complaints about the
noise level at May Day, then we
can continue to redirect the
sound, trying three bands at
Fairfest in September."

Educational Opportunities Abroad
The Institute of -International
Education today announced that
the official opening of the 1982-83
competition for grants for graduate study or research abroad in

academic fields and for professional training in the creative and
performing arts is scheduled for
May 1,1981. It is expected that approximately 516 awards to 50
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countries will be available for the
1982-83 academic year.
The purpose of these grants is
to increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and other countries
through the exchange of persons,
knowledge, and skills. They are
provided under the terms of the
Mutual Education and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (FulbrightHays Act) and by foreign governments, universities, and private
donors.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens at the time of application,
who will generally hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent
before the beginning date of the
grant, and in most cases, will be
proficient in the language of the
host country.
Application forms and further
information may be obtained from
the Fulbright Program Advisor, Mr.
Rosivach, who is located in Loyola
11-D. The deadline for filing applications on this campus is October 1, 1981.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Friday, April 24: The Student Art Show 1981 begins with a reception and a musical recital by Tony De Fillips at the Fairfield University Playhouse at 4:00 p.m. This exhibit will run through May 1.
Dogwood Weekend '81: A Night In The Tropics begins with a
cabaret show in the gym from 9:00-1:00 a.m. Beer, wine, and munchies will be served.
Saturday, April 25: Dogwood Weekend '81: A Night In The Tropics
continues with dancing in the gym with "The Randy Bachelors,"
9:00 to 1:00 a.m. It's BYOB and BYO munchies. Mixers will be provided.
Sunday, April 26: Dogwood '81 closes with a Donkey Basketball
Game. In addition to the stubborn donkeys, it's Senior Leaders versus the Faculty and Administration. The game will be played in the
gym, beginning at 3:00 p.m.
Monday, April 27: Movie—"Portrait of Theresa" at 3:30 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Tuesday, April 28: Movie—"Pardon Mon Affaire" at 3:30 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Senior Week tickets go on sale 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Annual Arts and Sciences Awards Ceremony will be held at 7:30
p.m. in the Oak Room. The principal speaker will be Dr. Florence
Denmark, President of the American Psychological Association.
Members of the Arts and Sciences faculty and all Dean's List
students are invited.
Wednesday, April 29:Bellarmine Lecture Series presents Rev.
Robert F. Drinan, S.J., at 8:00 p.m. in the Oak Room. Admission free.
Friday, May 1: Men's Glee Club concert at 8:00 p.m. in the Klein
Auditorium, Bridgeport. Admission $2.50. Students and Senior
Citizens $1.00.
Saturday, May 2: OMOJA dance in the Faculty Dining Room, 8:00 to
1:00 a.m.
Sunday, May 3: May Day will be celebrated by the football field from
1:00 to 6:00 p.m. Rain location is in the Oak Room.
Women's Chorale concert at 7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Donations accepted at the door.
Tuesday, May 5: Dr. Lisa Newton of the philosophy department will
lead "A Round Table Forum On Abortion" in the Faculty Dining
Room from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

Fire Termed Suspicious
by Bryan LeClerc
Early last Tuesday morning, a
fire struck a construction trailer
parked behind the new Faculty/Classroom building, causing a
reported $7000 in damages. The
blaze is classified as "suspicious
in origin," according to Lt. Kessler
of the Fairfield Fire Department.
The combination portable trailer
and storage shed was the property
of the Mason Electrical Construction Company of Stratford. Manny
Steinhartt, electrical foreman of
the building project, said the door

to the trailer was broken into and
fire set to the tools, blueprints and
fire alarms stored inside.
The June 1 projected date of
completion for the new building
may be hampered. Men are being
tied up cleaning the burned-out remains and it will take time for new
alarms to arrive. Nevertheless,
Steinhartt said his men will try
their best to stay on schedule.
The University, Fairfield Police
and Fire Departments are investigating the cause of the blaze that
completely gutted the trailer.

Forum To Be Held On Abortion
Concern For Life, a student
discussion group, announces "A
Round Table Forum On Abortion"
to be led by Dr. Lisa Newton of the
Philosophy department. Dr. Newton, who has addressed the group
already this semester, organizes
the bioethics lecture series and
teaches a bioethics seminar
course here on campus.

An interesting and provocative
evening is anticipated, and all
students and faculty are urged to
attend. The forum will be held in
the faculty Dining Room (upper
level, campus center) on Tuesday,
May 5, from 8 to 10 p.m. Questions
will be ably fielded by Dr. Newton
at all times. Coffee and donuts will
be served following the meeting,
as is traditional.

Politics Lecture "Sports In America >t
Professor Richard Lipsky of the
politics department at Queens
College will give a lecture on
"Sports in America" April 24th at
3:30 in the Nursing Auditorium.
Lipsky is the author of the newly
released book, "How We Play the
Game: Why Sports Dominate
American Life." The lecture is

sponsored by the Politics Club
and the Politics Department. Admission to the lecture is free.
A panel consisting of Wayne
Sheppard, sports editor of the
Danbury Times, Rose Rodrigues,
sociologist, and Dr. John McCarthy, psychologist and hockey
coach, will question the lecturer.
All are invited to attend.

of Tunxis Hill
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Features
SEALICIDE: Prevention Led By Greenpeace
by Mirror Staff Writer
A bizarre and motley flotilla
played tag last week in the frigid
northern water off Britain's Orkney Islands. Leading the chase
was the 120-foot red-and-whitehulled vessel Kvitungen, carrying
six expert Norwegian seal hunters. Snapping at their heels was
the 500-ton trawler Rainbow Warrior, crewed by 14 militant ecologists. Bringing up the rear were
three boatloads of eager journalists, wiih reinforcements overhead in helicopters and light aircraft. : M stake in the curious
nautical exercise were the lives of
Some 6,000 generally inoffensive
members of the species Halichoerus grypus, commonly known

as the gray seal.
Normally the British government goes out of its way to
safeguard gray seals, of which
100,000 are known to exist worldwide. Britain has protected the
species list since 1914. Lately,
however, British fishermen have
complained that the voracious
mammals have been eating too
much of the depleted whitefish
and salmon stocks in North Atlantic waters. The government's Scottish Office, with headquarters in
Edinburgh, agreed with the fishermen that the seal herd must be
thinned out. It called on the
Norwegians, armed with 7.62mm
Mauser rifles and 4 ft. pickax
bludgeons known as hakapiks, to

dispatch 900 mother seals and
1,700 fluffy white pups in the first
phase of the culling program.
Local hunters have been licensed
to kill 3,200 more pups.
The decision drew howls from
environmentalists, politicians and
some local Orkney residents. Liberal M.P. Jo Grimond, who represents the islands at Westminster,
called on Secretary of State for
Scotland Bruce Millan to ask if the
slaughter was really necessary.
The U.N.-backed International
Union for Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources added its
own objection. In Edinburgh,
anonymous protesters threw
bricks
throgh
the
glass

Student Art
Exhibit 1981

Melons, May-Poles, And
Whitewashed Moons
its day also. Once written of by the
likes of Chaucer and/Shakespeare,
each town had a distinctive May
Pole. The main characteristic of
these poles was diagonal stripes
of black and yellow with tiers of
hoops decorated with hanging
gilded balls, flower pots, flying
flags, and streaming streamers.

Not everyone had time or inclination for such a frivolous
pastime. The practical farmer of
early Fairfield regarded May as
merely a time to plant the melons
and pumpkins. The farmer of Fairfield is now as rare as a May Pole,
and spring is celebrated here not
by melon seedlings, but by the
flowering of the dogwood.

Dogwoods as a part of Fairfield
go back to the 1700s when they
were dug up from the nearby
woods and planted. The flower
itself has been the subject of
many legends. The more familiar
versions recount that the four
petaled bloom represents the
crucifix, and the spiked center, the
crown of thorns. Yet another tells
the story of the elfin sprite Pierrot,
who climbed up a ladder to freshen up the face of the moon with
whitewash. Accidently he tipped
his bucket high in the sky, spattering the trees below with the
whitewash—the creation of the
dogwood blossom.
The May Pole, the dance, the
flowers, the symbols will change
but the season will not.

one of our specials

Hardy Lunches

fine wines

11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. at

Fairfield Center-1599 Post Road

254-0188

ferns
fine International cuisine

by Philip McGinty
America is proud Once again.
Last week's flight of the space
shuttle Columbia was clearly a
success, and the resulting national prestige has become overwhelming.
The Columbia flight marks both
the beginning and the end of an
era in United States space history.
The launch of the new spacecraft
signals the culmination, or the
end, of more than a decade of effort and expense by the U.S.
government. Simultaneously,
however, the Columbia indicates
the beginning of a new era in
American space travel.
Scientists for the program have
labored painfully to make the Columbia a way to achieve a "practical, day-to-day use of space,"
writes Time Magazine reporter
Benjamin W. Cate. These officials
are proud because their spacecraft, which can be utilized over
and over in space up to 100 times,
can perform a variety of tasks at
substantial economical savings.
While making spaceflight less
costly for the nation, the Columbia
can launch and retrieve U.S.
satellites which act as power
plants for the sun's energy. The
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Under the new editorship, Cross
Sections will realize a new goal of
representing a more complete
sample of campus views on relative issues. With a revised format
of fewer profiles, more space is
available for an indepth insight to
the question at hand.
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new spacecraft can also set up
American orbital observatories
which are permanent. For military
protection, the Columbia can be
used to send up U.S. satellites
capable of spying on military
developments in Russia and reporting the threat of possible missile
attack.
Despite the good intentions of
American government officials,
many taxpayers have claimed
manned spaceflight to be an extravagant and perhaps wasteful
endeavor. While the expense of
the Columbia project was estimated at $2.5 billion two and a halfv
years ago, the final bill of $9.9
billion, nearly four times the originally proposed total, has infuriated many U.S. citizens.
Americans have been further
angered by the number of serious
local problems that remain unsolved due to inadequate federal
funds: high unemployment rates,
national hunger, and the need for
greater urban renewal. In light of
these objections to the nearly $10
billion Columbia space shuttle
project, the MIRROR has asked:
Do you think the national prestige
generated by the space shuttle
Columbia is worth $10 billion?

it
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The odd naval engagement
began not far from Scapa Flow,
traditional wartime port of the
British navy. Whenever the Norwegians headed for land in their
squat, diesel-powered vessels, 50
h.p. outboards began darting

O' Brien's Cafe'

what mor« can you aik (or
than to have the perfect
wine compliment a fine
dinner. An International
aelection of tS red, 16
white and 4 sparkling
wines are available for
your enjoyment.

LUNCH 11:30-2:30

Greenpeace, headed by David
McTaggart, gave the most serious
challenge to the hunt. A veteran of
the annual sealhunting protests,
McTaggart sailed six years ago into the South Pacific in a futile attempt to halt a French atomic
bomb test. This time he vowed to
keep a cordon of conservationists
between the Norwegians and their
prey. Said McTaggart, "There is no
way they can stop us short of
sending in the police."

NATIONAL PRIDE
What Is The Cost?

Beginning April 24th through
May 1st, the 1981 Student Art Exhibition will be held in the University Playhouse. Though the years
past have seen this event held in
the Oak Room, the choice to move
the exhibit to the Playhouse during the production of Godspell will
allow this display attention from
the general public as well as the
student body and faculty. A reception will be held Friday, April 24th
at 4 p.m. and will include a recital
given by student Tony DeFilippis.
All are encouraged to attend and
view Fairfield University's fine
display of creativity and talent.

by J. Krusinski
The individual concepts of a
perfect spring day were celebrated
for centuries on the first of May.
But the May-Day festivities of today would disappoint the one who
imagined a frenzied ritual of
nature worship. Of course the
observations of May-Days of old
have been preserved by a scaled
down milk-maid dance in London,
and in the May-Day morn jaunt of a
Scotch region. Through the hills
and dales young girls mount a
search for enough dew to wash
their faces. This practice has
become so popular that the surrounding hillsides cannot provide
the necessary gallons of dew.
The tradition of the May Pole,
and the encircling dance has seen

storefronts of five companies selling hunting equipment.

across their path. Orcadian
volunteers pitched tents on the
breeding»ground islands, ready to
frighten the seals into the water at
the approach of the hunters.
At week's end the score in the
peekaboo hunting match stood at
seals and conservationists, 1,
hunters, 0. Frustrated by thick
fogs and the energetic efforts of
the environmentalists, the Norwegian seal hunters had withdrawn farther offshore, possibly
waiting for the public hue and cry
to die down before making
another attempt at sealicide.

All size wines chilled in
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Cross Section

Question: Do you think the national prestige generated
by the U.S. Space Shuttle Columbia is worth $10 billion?

//y % '•■•,■■ x-

Jose A. Ortiz, Jr. '84, biology
Ten billion dollars is a just price
to pay considering the advantages. It's not just prestige we are
talking about, but the ship itself.
The shuttle is going to give us
technological advances in the area
of defense, commercial industry,
medicine, and more importantly,
increase our knowledge of space
itself.

Paul Tusch '82, politics
Although the price tag is a little
high, I think the space shuttle is
worth it. America has always kept
ahead of the rest of the' world
technologically and I think this is
important. In the past few years
our world position has been slipping in many areas. This should
help boost our position back up to
where it should be.

30 YEARS AGO, WE
PIONEERED LOW FARES
TO EUROPE. TODAY WERE
STILL AT IT.

Mark Prisloe, economics instructor
The project is a worthwhile
scientific venture in itself.
Moreover, the ten billion of investment or government expenditure
through the multiplier effect
yields additional economic
growth. The rewards of this scientific accomplishment include
economic, political, and social
benefits, as well as historical
achievement and personal fascination that certainly is worth the
ten billion dollars of expenditure.

Paul Shaker '83
The space shuttle is worth it as
an economic catalyst, rather than
a medium for pride. That ten
billion represents quite a few
salaries for quite a few U.S.
citizens. These citizens will spend
this tax money, enabling even
more people to spend, boosting
the economic confidence needed.

Kit Armour '84, mathematics
The space shuttle is worthwhile
because it put the United States
technologically ahead of the Russians again. Its success is good
for the space industry, the
economy, and the country's pride.
It will also provide jobs for future
technicians.

Kurt Holweger '82
I don't think it was worth it. National prestige can't rebuild the inner cities, only government expenditures can. That ten billion could
have gone a long way towards revitalizing the cities of America, thus
generating more national prestige
than the shuttle.

Carmen Cintron '82, modern
languages
The shuttle is worth ten billion
dollars because it is helping the
U.S. government advance in its
technology. In the long run the
shuttle is going to help the American people in the fields of economics, science, and medicine.

Jose Maldonado '83, biology
Yes, because its success has
marked a milestone in technological advancement. It wasn't ten
billion for the flight alone; indirectly the cost of the shuttle will
enhance scientific research and
expand our awareness of space
travel.

SI
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after. Prices effective through May 14,1981, subject to change
and government approval. Purchase tickets in the U.S.A.
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elsewhere call 800-555-1212 for the toll free number in your area.
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Editorials
Reappraising S.E.C. Policy
For the second time in three years,
S.E.C. has suffered a loss exceeding
$10,500 on a concert. The first loss occurred at the September 1978 Hall and
Oates concert and the second at last
Sunday's Harry Chapin concert. Even
with the largest event budget at the
University, S.E.C. came close to canceling May Day due to 1652 empty seats at
the concert. The time has come for the
series of devastating losses to be looked at and solved.
The two persons squaring off
because of the loss are Vice-President
of Student Services William Schimpf
and FUSA president Mike Bentivegna.
Bentivegna explained the situation,
concerned about the loss. Only 658
students paid to see Harry Chapin perform; while another 189 were nonstudents. Bentivegna's hope to sell
another 500 tickets at the door did not
materialize. Why? Bentivegna feels
that, this concert notwithstanding (the
advertising was limited by stipulations
placed on the contract by Chapin), his
hands are tied by University policy.
S.E.C. is allowed to take any means
to advertise on the Fairfield campus
(ads in the Mirror and on WVOF), buy
radio time and advertise fully on any
other college campus, and may take
out one ad in a newspaper which has a
predominantly collegiate audience
(determined to be the Fairfield or New
Haven Advocates). Bentivegna says
that he has exercised all these means
and has found them fruitless.
On the other hand, Schimpf claims
that he saw inadequate advertising and
a lack of effort to sell out the concert.
"I just don't know if the sales job is being done." With his perspective the
question becomes twofold. Bentivegna
claims that he can sell out a concert

with strategically placed radio ads (that
would not necessarily bring a noncollegiate crowd). Schimpf also questions S.E.C.'s efforts to use the
freedoms already allowed, and questions the justification, on S.E.C.'s part,
of running a concert which only 650
Fairfield students saw, while the cost
to every student was above one-third of
the activities fee.
The first concert policy came in 1971
after there was a major problem at a
concert. Now, ten years later, the question is being raised again. With tuition
at $7,000, we cannot allow a loss of this
size to occur, without seeing a plan
begun to eliminate the possibility of a
loss like this happening in the future. If
S.E.C. wants to expand the type of
music they bring in, and the student
body welcomes diversity, then they
must be allowed the opportunity to run
these concerts without the fear of
sacrificing a traditional event such as
"May Day." They must be given the opportunity to run advertisements in
carefully chosen public radio stations
off campus. The University, on the
other hand, must also demand of S.E.C.
that they make greater attempts at
sealing the concert out within its
previously structured guidelines before
taking these steps.
Students should be insured of one
full week of ticket sales before S.E.C.
reverts to outside public radio
possibilities. No one can afford a loss
of $10,000 and the University community cannot remain silent, waiting for interest to spawn in a concert. We must
all take active roles. Support must be
given to policy expansion within given
guidelines, in order that S.E.C. might
offer us the broader scope of entertainment that they desire to bring us.

Tuition Increase Necessary
Taken at face value the recent tuition hike
must be seen as too much to bear. However,
the facts behind the figures deserve attention.
Father Kelley could easily be used as a
convenient scapegoat for this increase.
This should not be the case. Fr. Kelley has
explained the reasons for the increase.
Although the cost of attending Fairfield
University next year will be substantially
higher, the increase is warranted.
Fairfield traditionally keeps yearly increases lower than comparable schools and
still manages to run the school in the black.
This feat is not easily accomplished when
you consider that the general quality of a
Fairfield education continues to improve.
Extensive physical improvements have
been undertaken on campus. In recent
years the Nursing Building, Recreation
Complex, Financial Center, and Faculty Office Building have filled a void. In addition

steps have been taken to bring teacher
salaries into line with those at similar institutions. This can only help to upgrade the
current level of education by being able to
attract and hold on to first-rate professors.
Of course the increases due to inflation
were expected. To help combat this, Fr.
Kelley has budgeted for a higher than
average increase in financial aid given out
by the school. Once again not easily accomplished by a university with a small endowment.
Obviously no one would endorse a similar
tuition increase every year but under the circumstances we feel that the $850 rise is
necessary.
Equally important is the way we approach
tuition hikes. The administration has the
responsibility to fully explain its decision
while students must be careful and fair in
handing out criticism of those responsible
for that decision.

Will Phelan Leave?
What would you do if you were Jack
Phelan? Phelan has been Fairfield's top
assistant basketball coach the past two
years, and was one of the finalists in being
named as Fred Barakat's successor.
However, with the announcement last
week that Terry O'Connor will be the next
head coach, Phelan is placed in an in. teresting situation. Because of a university
commitment, Phelan has the option to stay
on as assistant coach next year. Will he remain in that post that he has held for two
years? Let's have a brief review of Phelan's
story the past two months.
When Barakat announced his resignation
early in February, he recommended that
Phelan succeed htm. Phelan finished the
year as assistant, and acted as interim
coach, carrying on the recruiting duties that
any head coach would perform.
After Phelan applied for the vacant head
coach job, the basketball players drafted a
letter giving their support to Phelan.
Although Phelan was never identified as a
frontrunner, he clearly enjoyed support
from those closest to the basketball program here.
He had great confidence that the job
would be his. Then, last Tuesday morning,
he went into a meeting with Athletic Direc-

tor C. Donald Cook and Student Services
Vice-President William Schimpf and was
told he would not succeed Barakat. Of
course he would have the option of remaining as assistant again.
Phelan's disappointment was obvious,
but to lose out to an assistant from another
university only worsened the blow.
At the press conference the next day,
O'Connor stated that Phelan would be asked to stay on as assistant coach because it
was "a university commitment."
Thus, the paradox: Phelan has the option
to stay on as the top assistant to the man
who beat him out for the head coaching job.
O'Connor has no say whether Phelan will or
will not stay at Fairfield. However, a source
close to the program states that O'Connor
feels it would be better if Phelan did not remain here. The potential problems are obvious, not the least of which is the following
question: with whom will the players' loyalty lie—their head coach or the assistant
they have unanimously favored?
The opinion here is that Jack Phelan will
move on for the good of everyone concerned. The Barakat-Phelan era is over at Fairfield.
With these recent developments, the
Terry O'Connor era begins.

LETTERS
Double Standards For Athletes?
To the Editor:
Recently a person on my floor was attacked and beaten by a member of the basketball team. Unfortunately it seems that the
Disciplinary Board feels that since the attacker is on the basketball team he
deserves special consideration.
The University Handbook states that assault or threats of violence are prohibited
and failure to meet this regulation will result
in University disciplinary action.
Does it not seem that this action alone
(the person attacked required surgery on his
hand) would constitute severe disciplinary

action?
I have heard from reliable sources that
this same individual has been written up
three (3) times this semester. Obviously,
whether in an inebriated state or not, this individual has a problem controlling himself.
I sincerely hope that the athletic ability of
a student never prejudices a decision made
by University Officials. However, the procrastinating attitude taken by the University
in this case shows that the priorities of the
University need re-evaluation.
George Douaire

Class Chaos
To the Editor:
After having experienced the utter chaos
resulting from the recent class selection
procedure held in the Oak Room, I would
like to submit the following suggestion for
revising next year's selection procedure. I
believe this radical revision will not only
eliminate confusion and unnecessary manpower, but will effect greater satisfaction
for a larger percentage of the student
population.
The suggestion is as follows: students
will again line up outside the Oak Room according to their lottery numbers. When a
student's lottery number is called, he will
enter the Oak Room and present himself to
a stout, bearded, elderly gentleman who will
be seated in the center of the room. This
man will be easily recognized by his red uniform trimmed in white fur, and by the pipe
smoke which encircles his head like a
wreath. The man will be further distinguished by several diminutive attendants, who
will be wearing green uniforms and pointed
shoes.
The student will seat himself upon either
knee of this gentleman, who will then ask
him, "And what courses would you like to
take next year?" The student will then present his or her ideal schedule, which the
gentleman will instantly and magically
validate.
Thus, all the confusion, red tape, and
disappointment traditionally associated

EDITORIAL BOARD

with course selection will be eliminated.
There is only one catch: the gentleman I
have in mind demands three dozen cookies
and one -gallon of milk—in advance—as
well as a substantial donation to the Home
for Retired Elves. No doubt the simplicity
and efficiency of this revised plan will appeal to students and administration alike.
Respectfully submitted, with wishes for a
Merry Coursemas,
Ray Holland

Petry
Apologizes
To the Editor:
May I apologize for not verifying what
turned out to be a correct impression which
I suppressed: I thought I recognized the
Rev. Mr. Tom Ryan, S.J., at Battell Chapel on
April 1st at the gathering to hear Fr. Fernando Cardenal, S.J. He indeed was there as
was a fellow scholastic, Rev. Mr. Michael
Gareffa, S.J.
Tom Ryan, S.J., seems to be by far the
most knowledgeable and articulate explicator on campus of liberation theology
and has added enormously to the quality of
the March 16th and April 14th forums on El
Salvador.
Walter Petry
History Department
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Reader's Forum
Georgetown Jesuit Critical Of Fairfield
by Richard T. McSorley, S.J.
I think it is a disgrace and a scandal that
General Haig is being invited to speak at
Fairfield. His remark that the four women
who were killed in El Salvador were running
a road block and perhaps they deserved
what they got, was labeled "nonsense" by a
group of relatives and friends of the slain
missionaries. Authorities in El Salvador
deny this and say that Haig has a wonderful
imagination because the sisters were found
shot in the head at close range with automatic government weapons. He is also pushing a foreign policy, sending arms to El
Salvador, which can only lead to more
deaths for the masses of the people including more priests and more sisters.
General Haig is better known as the
shadow President under Richard Nixon or
the NATO general who blackmailed President Carter into increasing military spending 3% above the rate of inflation. My concern about the choice of General Haig as a
speaker is not for his personal integrity, but
for the fact that he promotes increased
militarism. Pope John Paul II has declared

militarism to be one of the most serious lifethreatening evils of our age. The United
States is one of the major perpetrators of
this evil by distributing arms across the
world. Through these we help in the
slaughter of people in Latin America, Africa,
and Asia.
Our quest for nuclear security by reliance
on the nuclear bomb and the nuclear threat
threatens destruction for all of us. Since our
God is a God of justice and peace, we are
committed to a way of doing things. Can we
remain silent when General Haig is endorsed as a model for Fairfield students?
Fairfield University would probably reject
a speaker who would promote abortion. Yet
she welcomes this speaker who supports a
policy of deaths for tens of thousands, maybe millions. Is life only threatened when it is
in the prenatal stage? Does not our invitation to General Haig condone policies that
all of us must condemn? Surely the right to
life (Pope John Paul II calls it a human right)
is indivisible and must rule out war, murder,
suicide, starvation, capital punishment, and
all the conditions that promote death. That

most emphatically includes runaway
militarism. As a Jesuit I am saddened to
learn that a Jesuit University would invite
General Haig to speak on their campus.
Who made the decision that General Haig
should be so honored? Some might say that
the Jesuits chose this military model
because Fairfield is a Jesuit founded college. But the Board of Trustees is a mixed
group with Jesuits being only part of it. Unfortunately, though the total board is responsible, Jesuits are the group who will be
seen as supporting this bad choice. Individual Jesuits who seek to be sensitive to
God's reign of justice and peace both within
and around ourselves, disassociate ourselves from this invitation by Fairfield
University.
New England has a wealth of heroic people who have defended the principles of
Christian peace. Fairfield University could
have offered our youth one of these individuals as both a challenge and a vision
for the future.
A nation that prefers to spend year after
year more money on promoting the military

than on programs of social benefits, is approaching spiritual death. All in the pro-life
movement must recognize that the enemy
is within. We need to examine ourselves
and our country.

I respectfully urge Fairfield University as
the academic showcase of Jesuit and spiritual Christian ideals in the New England
area, to join in this self-examination in the
hope that the invitation will be withdrawn.
Such a lamentable lack of awareness of
Christian principles is a scandal.
We can be sure that standing up for conscience and human rights will be an exampJe
worthy of our traditions.
Richard T. McSorley, S.J., is a professor
of theology and Director of the Center for
Peace Studies at Georgetown University.

Nicaragua's Success Story
by Linda Arena
Illiteracy, an unforgiveable crime in today's sophisticated world, has successfully
been arrested by a small Latin American
country, Nicaragua. During the Americansupported Somoza regime, over fifty percent (50%) of the population was illiterate;
however, under the new republic, a campaign to end illiteracy has had remarkable
success.
Fernado Cardinal, S.J., presently the
chief adminstrator of education in Nicaragua, spoke of this problem and its solution
at Yale University's Battel Chapel, last
Wednesday. He stated that at the time of
the revolution over half the population
couldn't read or write their native tongue,
Spanish. Miraculously, in less than one
year, the illiteracy rate has dropped to about
12%. The methods used to conquer this
battle were created on a totally volunteer
basis. These volunteers, ranging from 14 to
50, were taken from their urban homes, and
with nothing more than courage and nation-

al pride, endured the intolerable conditions
in the jungle and the mountains, throughout
the interior of Nicaragua. Living alongside
their countrymen, they laboriously taught
their people to read and write a language
they had been speaking for centuries!
Stories of heroism were told; one in particular summed up the attitudes and feelings in Nicaragua today. Father Cardinal,
seeing one of the young volunteers' (about
15 years old) arms all bruised from carrying
bricks and legs bitten unmercifully from insects, asked her what kind of house she
was building. She replied, "Father, I am not
building a house, I am building a nation."
The only outside help requested by the
Nicaraguans for their "literacy campaign"
(as it was coined) was to borrow four helicopters, necessary for the rainy seasons, to
recover any volunteers who may get sick
and need hospitalization or professional
medical care. They asked the nations of
Venezuela, Argentina, Colombia, Mexico,

and the United States. The South American
countries declined; moreover the United
States sent a message of regret claiming
"we don't have any!" Fortunately, the Latin
American country lent them four helicopters and included entire crews and fuel
needed for the missions. Needless to say,
many lives were saved.
The literacy campaign was a total success; however, Father Cardinal is still very
fearful for the future of his country.
Somoza's troops are still being trained,
some in Southern United States; President
Reagan has stopped a loan promised by
President Carter to help rebuild Nicaragua
(the money we all sent for restoration after
their earthquake went into Somoza's
pockets) and now Nicaragua can no longer
purchase wheat from the United States
because of a policy initiated by General
Haig.
Father Cardinal could not understand

MORE LETTERS
Haig Through Europe's Eye
The Mirror
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to add my voice to those
others who are protesting Secretary of
State Alexander Haig as the commencement speaker. The issue is not Haig the individual, but Haig who as Secretary of State
is the chief spokesperson for the current
administration's foreign policy. Honoring
Haig with an honorary degree is not even
remotely an issue of academic freedom. If
Haig wishes to come to campus to speak
and defend American foreign policy I
should welcome it. There he could be questioned and a dialogue, the true mark of
academic freedom, might evolve. We are
not, then, talking about free speech, but of
having Fairfield University identified with
current foreign policy, and each individual
must ask the question: Do I want to honor
this administration and give support to its
foreign policy?
Here in Europe one has the opportunity to
view America through the eyes of others.
The press, here, is not bound by the constraints on the American press so a different view regarding American policy
comes through. The English press is, for example, clearly skeptical and alarmed by the

current muscle flexing exercises of the current administration. On this side of the
Atlantic it appears that the United States is
desperate to prove to the world it is a
"strong nation" regardless of the risks such
a policy entails or whose human rights
might be trampled by American foot stomping. Alexander Haig appears to be not only a
spokesperson for this mindless militaristic
and provocative policy, but a firm advocate
of it.
The man we propose to honor is one architect of a policy in which America ships
arms to a government that openly turns
them over to terrorist groups engaged in a
campaign of murder against innocent people but attempts to block food relief for starving people because it might fall into the
wrong hands. I do not believe any institution committed to humanist principles can
or should support such a policy or honor a
man who has helped to design it.
Donald Greenberg
Politics Department
„ The author is currently on sabbatical at
the University of London.

Mirror Misses The Spirit
To the Editor:
This letter is being written because I
don't believe that your article on "Battle of
the Dorms" was representative of the excitement and enthusiasm that took place
that day. Approximately three hundred
students competed in the seven different
events and there were many other students
present who cheered for their dorms. "Battle of the Dorms" was an entire day of fun.
Starting at 11:00 on Saturday, April 3, and
ending at 4:00 that afternoon with a picnic,
the competition was a complete success.

Praise and congratulations should be extended to Cathy Boyle, class of 1984, who
was chairman of the entire project. I believe
that a student who did not attend that day,
after reading the article, should feel that he
missed a good time and next year he would
like to either participate or attend. "Battle
of the Dorm" was a fun and exciting day. I
hope that next year your coverage of this
day will be more extensive and supportive.
Elizabeth Mellitt
Loyola Dorm Council Representative

why the United States is being so hostile to
his country, although he did say he had
some clues. First, the Russian government
has sent doctors and engineers to Nicaragua to help them rebuild themselves. If
this offends the United States, Fr. Cardinal
continued, then send U.S. doctors and
engineers. They need all the help they can
get and they are not prejudiced. Or maybe
it's because the republic refuses to be a
"puppet" government. It is a republic, an independent republic governed by those who
are being governed. Why then are we so
"afraid" of helping this country? They are
not asking for handouts, just equal status
as a nation in the world.
Father Cardinal concluded by saying, "we
have worked hard to conquer illiteracy and
we are winning. In fact, our volunteer corps
have been nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize .... We, the Nicaraguan people,
understand that what the American government does and how the American people
feel, are not always the same story!"

Welcomes Letters

The Mirror welcomes letters from our readers — Letters must be typewritten, 500 words
or less with margins set at 20 and 65, double spaced. In order to be published, material
must be submitted before 6 p.m. on Saturday. If numerous letters are received on the same
topic we will print a sampling at our discretion — nothing containing libel will be printed.

Think About Al Haig
To the Editor:
It is getting close to that time when Fairfield University will bestow, or give away,
whatever your viewpoint, an honorary
degree to Secretary of State Alexander
Haig. Throughout the past semester, it
would have been difficult to avoid the
ruckus that Al Haig has brought to our campus. I have often thought that the Mirror office in Loyola was the mailing address of Al
Haig's hate and fan letters. The exchange of
articles and opinions in the Mirror is a
positive sign as to the awareness of Fairfield students to their political and moral attitudes. It is for this reason that I have
decided to take this occasion to defend, not
the man Al Haig, but what his coming to
Fairfield means to us, the student body.
Al Haig has acted like a match in the
darkness; he has brought light to many
otherwise dark political corridors. As a
result of Haig, my thoughts have been
awakened to how I feel about living in the
United States. My political views, in
debating how I feel about Al Haig speaking
at my graduation, have grown firmer and
more defined. Few other speakers would instill this in me, and hopefully in others.
I seriously doubt that many of the letters
and articles submitted to the Mirror would
have been sent if we were honoring a less
controversial figure, such as G. William
Miller, the 1979 graduation speaker. Al Haig
has given us an opportunity to speak out for

everything we believe in. In turn, the readers
and listeners of our arguments have been
given a chance to think about how they feel
about our government and the conservative
ideology that Al Haig represents.
To many people, Al Haig is Watergate,
Cambodia, Chile, and a host of other activities that have been described as immoral, devious, underhanded.... Al Haig
does represent the United States government, and he may be the second most
powerful man in the country. It is by benefit
of this position that Mr. Haig stirs something inside us. For this alone, we should
honor him. Whether you believe in him or
not, at least you are talking, reading, or
arguing about what he represents. This exchange of ideas has opened many ears to
viewpoints that might have gone, unfortunately, unheard. Al Haig has given us, the
Fairfield University student body a chance
to think about our values and morals.
When Al Haig steps up to the podium to
address us, I will be listening. I am not asking you to listen, or to mock him, but rather
to think about what Al Haig is. To use an old
and worn out cliche, we are the "leaders of
tomorrow," like it or not. Al Haig gives you
an opportunity to think about what type of
individual you want to be like. For this
alone, let's honor Secretary of State Al
Haig.
Ron Ricci '81
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Arts & Entertainment
Harry Chapin
Brings Stories To Life
by Marlene Mockalis
and
Carl Gustafson
Harry Chapin is a performer's
performer. Stories come to life
under his touch. For concert fans
there is no repetition at a Chapin
concert. He is the one performer
who holds our attention over and
over again. Eight-hundred and fifty
fans became involved in yet
another Chapin concert (for most)
and it was just as dynamic as our
first.
The opening act saw an extended performance from Tom Chapin;
a story-teller with themes on the
more humorous side. When compared to Harry (as one is easily
tempted to do with brothers) we
see Harry's joking with bassist
John Wallace going on between
numbers, while Tom is able to
bring the comical edge into his
numbers. One example, although
not one of Tom's originals, was
the Irish ballad "Rickety Tickety
Tin." The ballad teaches a
valuable lesson in distinguishing
immoral conduct from sinning:
although the main character
murders all her relatives, she
doesn't deny it because she
knows that lying is a sin.
Tom isn't just an isolated singer
though, and he brought the audience in on his escapades. His attempt to teach us the chorus of
his second song was comical because he'd be through the chorus
and we'd still be in the middle. Our
laughter and inability to catch up
with him was more hilarious than
the song which told of a traveling

man who was a fool. (Did anyone
catch the actual words?)
Tom made student problems his
problems. His third song spoke
about the similarities between the
performer and the student: both
are led away from home, usually
for a lengthy period of time, with
correspondence hoping merely to
"keep in touch" while both live
"long distance lives." His later
stories reflected a mellow
thoughtfulness. "Emily" and
"Winter Song" touched very different notes from "Rickety Tickety
Tin" but both were handled exceptionally well. Considering all, time
should prove Tom able to match
the successes of his brother.
After a short break, Harry
Chapin took the stage astride of a
song. The quality of his music
became immeditely evident. With
his nickname —the story teller—comes his knack for weaving
together tales of love, memories,
affairs, loneliness, and difficult
relationships (in "Dreams Go By,"
"Taxi," "I Wanna Learn a Love
Song," "A Better Place to Be," and
"Cat's
in
the
Cradle,"
respectively). From his opening
number, "And 'the Baby Never
Cries," through his encore, "Circle," he reconstructed his music
and the lessons they teach. His
powerful stories echo in our mind
when we think of Harry Chapin's
music. "Mail Order Annie," "Taxi,"
"Cat's in the Cradle" and "Mr. Tanner" strike us and keep recurring
in our memory. Some artists, like
Billy Joel, have tried to copy
Chapin but have been forced to

take a different route in order to
survive. Unable to copy or improve
on Chapin, the imitations fall
behind him in a broad wake.
Monetary success for Harry
means the unselfish sharing that
comes with his unique nature.
Heavily involved in W.H.Y. (World
Hunger Year) since 1975, his benefit concerts and fund raising
events have netted well over one
million dollars. He is a story teller
with a cause and the sincerity of
his personality becomes a part of
a concert appearance by him.
Meeting his audience after the
performance he signed autographs, kissed the women, and
took donations for W.H.Y.
The key-notes to the Chapin
band are his brother Steve ("Let
Time Go Lightly") Chapin on
piano, and "Sir" John Wallace on
bass. Wallace, who should have
been knighted for his performance
in "Mr. Tanner," was mainly
responsible for the comic relief to
the stage intensity. Joking with and
about Harry, he received the spotlight whenever it wasn't shining
on Harry. Besides his joking, John
has a beautiful falsetto voice.
Along with Yvonne Cain (Harry's
new cellist, replacing Kim Scoles),
he creates the unique ingredient
that makes'Chapin's concerts so
freshly memorable.
Even with a two-and-one-halfhour concert Chapin was forced to
limit his extensive repertoire.
From Sniper and Other Love

Prepare Ye!
it
Godspell" Is Coming
by Mary-Margaret Walsh
"Turn back old man, forswear
thy foolish ways" and come see
"Godspell," Fairfield University'
Playhouse's final exuberant production of the season.
"Godspell" is a lively play of
pantomime, music and dance
which promises to be an excellent
showpiece for the diverse performers. Tom Zingarelli is the
director of this musical, based
upon the Gospel according to Matthew. Stephen, "Jesus Christ," is
played by Rick Lawless. Tim Brady
performs "David." The cast also
includes Tony De Fillippis (Lamar),
Chris Connolly (Jeffrey), Jerry
Sargent (Herb), Nora Edmonds
(Sona), Mary Elizabeth Quicke
(Robin), Diane Zoeller (Jo Anne),

Mary Ellen Roe (Peggy) and
Roselyn O'Boy (Gilmir).
"Godspell," the unconventional
interpretation of the Gospel, was
created by John-Michael Trebelak,
who believed that the passion of
Jesus Christ was to inspire love
and joy into the hearts of his people. The performers are brightly arrayed and their make-up protrays
joyful expressions.
"Godspell" will be presented
Monday through Saturday, April
27th to May 2nd at 8 p.m. General
admission tickets are $4 and $2 for
students. The Playhouse's reserved seating is cabaret style. For
reservations and information,
please call 255-5411, extension
2204.
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Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

336-1895
IT'S DOWN THE HILL

*°* GOOD
SANDWICHES

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

by Lisa Sosa
Today marks the beginning of
Fairfield University's annual
Dogwood Weekend. Before attending the evening's events, you
and your date may want to enjoy a
special meal off campus. The following restaurant listings are presented as a service to those seeking something new and different.
Cobbs Mill Inn, Weston Road,
Weston (227-7221). Serving a variety of chicken, beef and fish, one of
these is sure to hit the spot. The
entrees are $11 to $17. During Friday and Saturday dinner hours,
which are 6-11:00, jacket and tie
are recommended.
Dogwood Restaurant, 2070 Post
Road, Fairfield (225-2683). The
hanging plants and spring colors
give a spacious atmosphere. Entrees include soups, stews, and
just about "a little of everything."
The price ranges from $1.25 to
$11.25. The dress is casual and
you are welcome 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

"U34 Post Rnarl

Deliveries Thurs., Fri. & Sat.—6 P.M.

Call259-1764

Pick up a New Miller & Lite Keg(1Akegs)

MILLER

$2238

BUDWEISER

$Q81

Case
M +tax&dep.
12 oz. Export Bottles
Cases only

SCHMIDTS
6 pack $
bottles
IYOUR

202

+ tax&dep.

Songs came "And the Baby Never
Cries" and "Circle," "Sandy" off
Portrait Gallery, "I Wanna Learn a
Love Song" and "Cat's in the
Cradle" off Verities and Balderdash, "W-O-L-D" off Short Stories
and "Story of a Life," "Sequel," "I
Miss America" and "Remember
When the Music" off his newest
album, Sequel.
Songs with explanations came
from Greatest Stories — Live
perhaps his most popular album.
The true stories were as revealing
as the Chapin version. One night
in Boise, Idaho, Harry walked out
of a bar to relieve himself behind a
bush (the line to the men's room
was too long) and he saw a man in
a telephone booth. His imagination took over resulting in

[Photo by Patty Lanza]

"W.O.L.D," as the man was calling
his wife "Hello honey it's me ..."
"Flowers Are Red" was based on a
comment made on a report card
that Harry's secretary's son
brought home. "Mr. Tanner" came
to life when Harry read a devastating review that an unfair newspaper critic gave to an emerging
singer.
Harry Chapin's life and music
constitute an amazing and fascinating voyage. We fall into his
stories and they become real. We
laughed, screamed, clapped, cried
and were involved in something
that was more than a concert—it
was a life performance. The performance was by Harry Chapin and it
was LIVE.

Pepper Mill Steak House, 1700
Post Road, East Westport
(259-8155). In addition to its
steaks, the Pepper Mill is known
for its lobster tail and grilled fish.
The entrees range in price from
$6.95 to $13.95. '
The Scenario, 1418 Post Road.
Fairfield (255-2641). Serving a
variety that includes Italian dishes
as well as seafood, the entrees

range in price from $4 to $11.
The Spinning Wheel, Route 58,
Redding Ridge (938-2511). The
menu announces fish Walowski,
veal, beef Wellington, and duckling (for those with a discriminating palate). Reservations are
recommended, as are jackets. The
entrees range from $8.95 to
$30.00. The hours for the weekend
are 5:30-9:30.

MIRO FARMS

Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

Do You Need

XEROX
COPIES

L0WENBRAU

LITE

$2038

'a performer's performer."

Choice Restaurants For Dogwood

iquor Barrel
•

Harry Chapin ,

$2338
Eiiquor
Barrel

announces
our 14 oz. plastic,
disposable

BEER CUPS
have arrived
50 to a sleeve

FLOOR PARTY HEADQUARTERS!

m

Copy Costs
As Low As

3

Xeroqraphica
Xeroqraphici
Xerographies

1275 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
203/255-4517
Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30

•In The Fairfield Brickwalk"
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*
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Fashion Show Highlights
UMOJA Weekend
by Kathleen E. O'Gorman
The Oak Room was transformed
into a banquet hall as UMOJA
weekend began April 10-12. Friday
night's activities, in coordination
with the Spanish American Student Association, featured a dinner and a fashion show, with a runway emerging from the stage.
The near capacity crowd in the
Oak Room received dinner catered
by Macke. The table settings and
the service were impressive, but
the food quality was still Macke's
cafeteria style.
The evening began with a
delayed fashion show. The choice
of clothes and diversity of
categories were surprisingly professional and was the most successful part of the weekend.
Disorganization prevailed, however, as it was apparent that the
student models did not run
through a dress rehearsal so there
were small delays during the show
as models struggled to change
from one outfit to another.
Commentator Donna Andre first
introduced us to all twenty-two
models, the largest number of

models ever for this UMOJA and
SASA event. The clothes were provided by Hit or Miss, Casual Male,
House of Formals, Marie's Bridal
Shop, and First Flight Enterprises,
Inc.
One of the outstanding categories was, naturally, the "Preppy"
look. The outfit for men that received laughter from the audience
was a Kelly green alligator shirt,
bright yellow pants, and matching
Kelly green socks (of course!).
The introduction of the swimwear category brought photographers to the runway and the audience to the edges of their seats.
All female models wore one piece
striped or flowered suits accompanied by terricloth coverups.
Most male models wore terricloth
robes along with their swimwuits.
However, when Bud Drapeau
modelled nothing but conventional gym-short-type trunks, the
speaker commented, "I guess
that's all he needs!"
Next came the category we had
all been curious about: New WavePunk. "Fashion is never stagnant
and therefore ranges from the sub-

The second annual Gerard Manley Hopkins Award for lyric
poetry was awarded on April 14th to first place poet Mary Ann
Klynn for her poem "A Simple Child." The competition was sponsored by the English department and directed by Professor Diane
Menaugh. The winner received a book of modern poetry and $50.

tie to the outrageous," warned
Donna. Included in this category
was the new Savage or Jungle
look with camouflage prints like
Marine fatigues.
The lingerie look these days is
"sleek, silky, and sexy." The
women modeled a variety of lingerie wear from baby dolls to flowing night gowns with matching
robes. Other categories included
Business, Casual, Sportswear and
Evening Wear.
The show's finale was fashions
for a wedding, which can be "traditional or uniquely contemporary."
Models fulfilled the roles guests,
the wedding party, and the bride
and groom.
Next on the schedule of events
for Friday evening was a dance in
the Oak Room, which began an
hour late due to time miscalculations with the fashion show; There
were few participants in this
event, and it appeared those in attendance were members of the
sponsoring clubs. Despite nonsupport from the remaining student body, the party mood was not
dampened as participants danced
the night away thanks to D.J. Jose
Ortiz and friends.
UMOJA weekend continued on
Saturday evening with the dance
company "Ubiquity" in Gonzaga

"A Simple Child"
by Mary Ann Klynn
there's a place where the rivers meet
and daffodils grow
whipporwills sing songs to the sun
grass whispers at dusk
it is the place of my childhood
where shoes and cuffs were too binding
and the pond around my feet was bliss
this is where I go to remember me
the simple child
who shed no tears for bee stings
or scraped knees
who watched the early morning dew
shine like fine green glass
who chased butterflies in the afternoon
and spent evenings on the back porch .
or the fireside
a child whose recollections now as a man
release the reins which daily bind him
to his world
and once again within the safe boundaries of his
youthful home
becomes a simple child
behind the image of a man
,
and the reflection of his tears

Auditorium. Ten women from
Bridgeport performed "ethnic and
modern dance movements" in
bright costumes accompanied by
the beat of three drummers. The
dancers were vibrant and energetic and the embarrassingly sparse
audience did not effect their moving performance.

UMOJA's annual weekend commenced on Sunday, April 12th,
with a brunch in the faculty dining
room and a talk by Dr. Walter
Petry. Despite lack of attendance
at some events, the weekend was
enjoyable and all students should
look forward to what UMOJA and
SASA have in store for us next
year.

Ballet West's "Giselle"
A Passion For Dancing

'Ubiquity' ... ethnic and modern dance movements"
[Photo by Kathleen E. O'Gorman]

AL'S PLACE
1795 Post Road
NITELY SPECIALS

E.G. TUES. NIGHTS —9:30 PM-11:30PM-Bottle of Bud or Miller 75'
WED. NIGHTS— 8 PM-12 AM-AII Gin or Vodka Drinks 65c
THURS. NIGHTS — 9:00 PM-12 PM-Large Draft Beer 25*
NtWI MON. NIGHTS— 9 PM-12 PM-Pitcher Draft Beer just $2.00
NEW; EXCLUSIVELY For F.U. Students—FRI. AFTERNOONWeekend Starter 2:00 PM-7:00 PM-Pitcher of Draft Beer $2.00

Feature Movies Every Thurs. Night at 9:00 PM
—LUNCHES SERVED DAILY—
SAT. LUNCH SPECIAL-Hot Roast Beef Sandwich with onions on hard roll $1.00
SUNDAY is "Ellie's Day"-Meatball & Sausage Sandwich on hard roll $1.00

GOOD LUCK, FAIRFIELD LACROSSE

by Marlene Mockalis
Ballet West, one of America's
largest dance companies, "has as
its raison d'etre the philosophy
that dance is a celebration of life."
This motto perhaps is true, but
"Giselle," Ballet West's most recent production, is more of a commemoration of death. Put more
specifically, the purpose of the
ballet is to tell a fairy tale about a
group of creatures called Wilis.
The Wilis are "affianced
maidens who have died before
their wedding day and cannot rest
in their graves, being driven by a
passion for dancing which was unsatisfied in life." Scenarist
Theophile Gautier "was so fascinated by the legend of these seductive Bacchantes," that, together
with librettist Vernoy de Saint-

Georges, he centered the scenario
'of Giselle around the Wilis.
Friday night, April 10th, the
stage of the Bushnell Memorial
Hall in Hartford was decorated
with props "reconstructing vintage time in the Rhineland" —
where "Giselle" takes place. Individually and in clusters the lithe
dancers collected under the
floodlights. Giselle, the female
lead, was that night played by
Tauna Hunter and Count Albrecht,
the leading man, was played by
Joseph Clark.
The first act of the story unfolded into a romantic tragedy.
Giselle, a peasant dressed in plain
and simple blue and brown
clothing, meets Count Albrecht
who, stripped of his sword and
other fine ornaments, pretends

restaurant

It's a Special Weekend..,
Visit a Special Place!

Charming atmosphere, excellent homemade food,
outrageous desserts, fine wines and beer.
B81 Post Rd.
Fairfield 255-4190
.(next to Grand Union)

LUNCH
AND
DINNER

Mon.-Wed. 11:30-8
Thurs.-Sat.
11:30-9
^

he's equally impoverished. She is
shy and hesitates to immediately
plunge into an amorous affair. Her
indecision gradually comes to an
end, however, when she plucks
the petals off a flower and recites
the predictive phrase: "he loves
me, he loves me not." While doing
this she foresees that the result
will be the latier so she casts the
flower aside and sulks, but the
Count retrieves the flower, yanks
off the opposing petal, and returns
it to Giselle. Her affection is then
bestowed upon the man.
A former suitor of Giselle,
whom she rejected in favor of
Albrecht, observes what is happening and tries to split the couple. He initiates a fight with
Albrecht. Albrecht automatically
reaches for the sword he had
previously hiddeh, and inadvertently gives his identity away to
Hilarion, the suitor. Hilarion is.
momentarily defeated, but concludes that Albrecht is an imposter and awaits his revenge.
Hilarion hunts for Albrecht's
sword and cloak, finds them, and
presents them as incriminating
pieces of evidence. Futhermore, a
gathering of royalty arrives wearing a breathtaking spectacle of
colorful satins, plumes, hats, and
continued on page 10

FAIR-VIEW
CAMERA SHOP
6 STUDIO

We need your second hand LP's! All types from
Rock thru Classical, (as long as it isn't "Donny &
Marie singing Beethoven's Greatest Hi.ts")
We pay CASH for any amount from 1 to 1,000. Or if
you want to trade for new albums we give you even
more in CREDIT. About the only requirement is
that they must be in good condition. Finger prints
don't matter, those go away. But scratches don't.
We'll travel for quantities of 50 or more, or you can
bring them directly to the shop.
How much do we pay? Well, it could be anywhere
from 50c to $50. You never know what goodies are
lurking in your collection.
And of course, we also sell records, both new and
used. We're open MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
11:00 AM til 6:00 PM. Until 8:00 PM ON THURSDAY.

FESTOON'S RECORDS
15 Whitney Avenue
New Haven 789-8210

TH€ OTHGR KIND OF RCCORD 9HOP

xHair Explosion

Student Discounts &
Instant Passports

334-5123
"DYNAMITE STYLES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN"
A FULL SERVICE UNISEX SALON
Appointme it Preferred
Tuesday-Saturday 9:00 to 5:00
Thursday Evenings
1342 Kings Hiqhway Cutoff
Fairfield, Cjnn. 06430

259-5550

■

52189 Black Rock Tnpke, Ffld.
i Also At Stamford 324-0682

j

MIKE'S
PIZZA

*
j

| WINE & BEER SERVED j

I COME & ENJOY!! \
I
I

1560 Post Road
255-2292
Fairfield

1
r
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Ballet West's "Giselle"
A Passion For Dancing

Classified
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A *3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
TELEPHONE SURVEY—Calling
Public School Districts to update
data base. Must have pleasant tel.
manner, clean penmanship & attention to detail. F/T or P/T
$3.75/hr. Wstpt. Card 386.
WATERBURY REDS—baseball
team needs people for promo on
the phone to talk to businesses. 3
wks., morns 9-12, afts. 1-5. Card
385.

PART TIME BARTENDERS wanted.
Looking for Ffld U. student to
work from May thru next fall & spring semesters. Ideal for senior-tobe who plans to be (or lives) in area
for summer. Exp. not nee. Call Al
or Mike at 259-9143.
WORK IN TAX LIBRARY FOR BIG 8
acct. firm. Sal. neg, hrs. fix, Stmfd.
Card 366.

LIFEGUARD—at condominiums
complex. Must have Red Cross
Life Saving Certificate. Card 384.
P/T ACCOUNTING JOB—Post Rd.,
Wstpt., 20 hrs/wk or more if
desired. Card 383.
LOADING/UNLOADING—Mon-Sat.,
four openings. 6:30-11:00 a.m.,
12:30-3:30 p.m., 3:30 a.m.-12 Noon,
or 1-7 p.m. $4.76/hr. Card 381.
TYPIST—2-6 p.m. 2 afternoons/wk.
65 w.p.m. Dental-Med. background
helpful. Card 379.
ACCOUNTING MAJOR—high cum.
to tutor cost accounting (managerial) two hours a wk. Card 380.

<%

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
%*%
^

for 15 words
or less

$ "I

each additional
10 words.

FUND RAISING, Public Relations,
Coordinating. Hrs. fix, car req. Full
time summer job in Ffld. Card 364.
PHONE WORK—contacting shareholders. $4/hr. to start. Greenwich.
Card 363.
WORK IN ORCHARD—p/t or f/t.
$160 a wk. Full time. Card 360.
LANDSCAPER'S HELPER—wanted.
Hrs. fix. Card 359.

DANCE—DOGWOOD—DANCE
Dance on down fojiflpgwood Specials"

m^OWmCorner
y p-;tq wines & liquors
.Call Chris
740 Fairfield Beach Rd., Fairfield, CT
Across from Nautilus

continued from page 9
furs. Albrecht's fiance is among
them! Giselle is devastated. She
falls to the ground—once an innocent unharmed girl—and rises a
crazed witch with a tangled mess
of hair disarrayed upon her head.
She stares but does not see. She
relives her relationship with
Albrecht including the gentle tearing of the flower that deceived her.
She grabs the sword and strikes
her breast without piercing her
flesh. She trembles and then collapses due to an unseen wound—
a broken heart. Giselle is dead.
The curtain of the second act
rises to reveal an eerie graveyard.
This scene was awesomely
created with a full moon and a
dark blue sky verisimilarly resembling the frightening atmosphere
of a cemetary. A forest of trees
ominously stands in a row—their
gnarled roots silhouetted in black.
Sheets of smoke unroll toward the
audience provoking a round of enthusiastic applause.
Giselle appears on top of her
tombstone amidst the fresh
flowers of mourning. Dressed in a
beautiful lacey ghost-like outfit,
she joins the Wilis in their traditional dance. Albrecht visits her

grave and is persuaded into dancing with the Wilis. Giselle is touched by his genuine sorrow and unsuccessfully tries to stop the Wilis
from drawing him into their dance.
The music accompanying the ballerinas is calm and easy, unlike
the harsh sounds usually expected of such a fatal dance. The
ballerinas and Albrecht effortlessly leap and spin under the scrutiny
of their audience and received an
abundance of encourgement as
their turns evolve into complex
forms of ballet. The dancing lasts
all night and into the morning and
as the sun rises Giselle and the
Wilis retreat, and Albrecht
crumbles from exhaustion. Here
the ballet comes to a close.
Ballet, as a form of art, uniquely
relays a story without relying on
spoken words or any other vocal
sounds. One extraordinary characteristic of Giselle was its expertise in distinctly translating a
series of events to an audience
without using soliloquies or dialogues. The imaginative plot within Giselle was a treat for the intellectual side of the audience,
and the costumes and choreography appealed to the eyes of the audience.

HOUSECLEANING- ■in Westport.

Card 388.
BOGGED DOWN?—Let me type
your term papers, reports, etc. Call
Mrs. Cross—255-0203.

^-"g?* ■#

Part-Time GAL/GUY FRIDAY—
Duties include answering phones,
package-wrapping, and typing on
a word-processor, a good chance
to learn computers. Sales-minded
person preferred, and you must
have a car. CONNECTICUT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, BPT.
579-0472.
.
TENNIS INSTRUCTORS WANTEDExcellent high-paying Summer
jobs available through Washington Tennis Services for students
with tennis playing or teaching
exp. Call Pat at (301) 654-3770.
COUNTERWORK, DECORATING
CAKES—etc. for Carvel. Hrs. fix.
Ffld. Card 361.
SELLING BURGLAR ALARM
SYSTEMS—p/t 5 positions avail.
$250-500 per wk. Set own hrs. Card
358.
'_
IMMED. OPENINGS—for alert indivs. whose resp. will include sorting, counting & inspecting mass
mail, mail ads & promos. Card 365.
TRAVELING THIS SUMMER?—2
out-of-town law students will
house-sit in Ffld. at no charge,
from 5/9-7/19. Working in Stmfd
law firm as interns., Call Mrs. Fazzone at X-2443.

The American
Cancer Society
thanks you.
Your employees
thank you.
Their families
thank you.
You've become a
life saver. Literally.
For installing our
Employee Education
rV.^K-.m. For
understanding that if
cancer is detected in
its early stages,
chances for cure are
greatlv increased.
Thank vou.
Hundreds of
companies now
have an American
Cancer Society
Employee Education
Program. If vours ""
isn't one of them,
call us.

If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,
you could have an American Express® Card
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter a whole
new world. You've got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you.
That's why American Express has created a
special plan that reduces the usual application
requirements - so you can get the Card before
you finish school.
All you need to.apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of
after-school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free
800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before
you finish this one.

The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it.
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Baseball Team Takes Four of Five
by Chris Byrd
Coach Donald Cook's diamondmen bounced back from a slow 1-8
start to take 4 out of their 5 games
this week—defeating UB, 12-8,
Monday, Yale, 8-7, Wednesday,
splitting with Providence, 6-20,
3-2, Saturday and downing St.
Peters, 6-2, on the following Monday. Tne Stags now stand 7-11.
After outslugging UB on last
Monday, 12-8, as Ron Throupe
picked up his second win, the
Stags, trailing by 7 runs entering
the bottom of the ninth against
visiting Yale, produced 8 runs to
edge the Elis, 8-7.
To the empirical eye, the Yale
contest seemed a lost cause for
Cook's nine. Junior Jim Kenning
started for the Stags and gave 3
runs. With one out in the top of the
second, he issued a walk. The Yale
runner advanced to second on a
passed ball and scored on a double to left to give the Bulldogs a 1-0
advantage. Kenning managed to
survive the rest of the inning
without anv further damage.
However, Kenning yielded two
more runs in the third as Yale's
Rich Diana, the outstanding
halfback from the Yale football
team lofted a fly ball over the
rightfield fence for a two-run

tt

4. One-Mile Relay
5. Tug-of-War

To enter a team must be composed of six members: two men,
two women, and two alternates,
one male and one female. There is
an entry fee of $1.00 per person or
$6.00 per team. All teams must
register by April 27.

PATERSON'S
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE
When Your Typewriter Needs Repair We're
The Ones To Solve The Problem.
We Repair All Makes Of Typewriters
We Have A Complete Line Of Ribbons
We Also Stock Asst. SCM Cartridge Ribbons
Sales Service & Supply On Pocket Calculators
Student Discount To F.U. Students
1976 Post Road, Across From Devon's Domrts
255-2430

You'll be amazed at all
the opportunities and
advantages the Army
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth—every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
See if you qualify.
Call collect to

301-677-4891

The Army Nurse Corps.
i
i
|
i

Address.

Phone

We would like to enter the Second Student Alumni Association
Super Sports Competition. Enclosed is $6.00 to cover the entry
fee for my team members listed
Name
Class
Box #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Another problem facing Cook is
the loss of senior outfielder Dave
Rosenfeld, who cracked a bone in
his heel. Before his injury, Rosenfeld was hitting .429. It isn't known
when he can return to the lineup.
Cook stated, "He would like to DH,
but he can't get around. It's going
to hurt our running game." He
continued, "When someone is hitting .429, you're going to miss
that."
Despite these problems, Cook
remains positive about the team.
He concluded, "We have won 6
out of our last nine."

An unidentified Stag scores a run in the Stags miraculous come-frombehind win against Yale Wednesday.
[Photo by Jeanne Begley]

O' Connor Named
Head Basketball Coach
continued from page 12
ties (of what the Search Committee was looking for). Because of
that I can't comment. I'm not privy

BON TON CAFE
709 Beechwood Avenue
(corner of Howard Avenue)

Saturday,
April 25th
Traditional Irish Music
Ci

CROSSBOW 39

to what they were looking for.
I have to think they got what
they wanted."
So, Terry O'Connor becomes
the seventh head basketball coach
at Faipfield since the program
started in 1948. He arrives with
strong support from the top
members of the administration,
but faces a potentially delicate
situation with the players who
previously supported Jack Phelan.
STAG NOTES—Cook said that former New York Knick center Willis
Reed was nominated for the position, but never officially applied.
Reed was recently named head
coach at Creighton University.
... Cook also stated that Fairfield
has a tentative agreement with
Georgetown University for a basketball game next year... Fairfield opens up next year against
Final Four team University of
Virginia at Charlottesville ... The
Stags will not play Notre Dame
next year.

Attention F.U. Students

Fairfield Wine & Liquor
1431 Post Road, Fairfield

wants you to know that
our prices are the lowest
the law allows

259-9537
Apt.

i City, State, ZIP.
i

scored the fourth run. Cook's nine
produced two more runs in the
seventh and St. Peters never
threatened again, as the Stags
won, 6-2.
The play of freshman Dombrowski and Dellavechia has impressed Cook, but slow progress
of his freshman pitchers still concerns him. He commented, "Our
freshman pitchers are still not adjusting to the situation, which is
more difficult than they thought.
When 8 out of your 11 pitchers are
freshmen, it's tough, but I'm sure
that they will come around."

FREE DELIVERY-FRIDA Y&SA TURD A Y

For more information, write:
The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
Name.

i
1

Myers picked up the win for the
Stags.
Cook felt that the Yale win
might be something to build on for
the rest of the season, but the
coach had his second thoughts as
his nine was routed by Providence, 20-6, Saturday. The Stags
bounced back to take the second
game, 3-2, behind the pitching of
Keith D'Amato, who struck out
five and yielded 5 hits to pick up
his first win to go with 4 saves.
This Monday, the Fairfield nine
entertained lowly St. Peter's, who
entered the contest with a 2-14
mark, and the Stags came away
the victors behind the pitching of
Ron Throupe. The senior pitched
the first complete game for the
Stags as he struck out six, yielding 7 hits to record his third win.
The left-hander didn't get off to
a good start, however, as the
Peacocks reached for 4 hits and 2
runs in the top of the first. However, the Stags responded with a
rally in the fourth.
Three singles by Dana, Joe
DeVellis, and Ciardiello loaded the
bases. A walk to Dellavechia
scored the first Fairfield run.
Freshman Dennis Dombrowski
singled to score two, making it 3-2.
A balk by the St. Peters pitcher

Super Sports" Coming

ATTENTION STUDENTS! I !
Compete with the Alumni in the
Second Annual Student-Alumni
"Super Sports" Competition.
On Saturday, May 2, at 10:00
a.m. at Campion Field, student
and alumni teams will engage in
various athletic events for fun and
prizes. The events will include:
1. Softball Throw
2. Obstacle Course
3. Frisbee Toss

{

homer to give the Elis a 3-0 lead. In
the fifth inning, Kenning was
replaced by freshman Jeff Myers.
Myers gave up 4 more runs—2 in
the seventh and 2 in the eighth as
the Stags fell behind, 7-0.
Entering the ninth, the Stags'
bats had been silent as three Yale
pitchers held them in check. The
third Yale pitcher began to experience control problems as he
walked the first three Fairfield
batsmen in the ninth to load the
bases. Pete Ciardiello then hit a
grounder to the pitcher, who bobbled it allowing the first Stag run
to score. With runners on second
and third, Mike Butcaris, pinchhitting, reached on an infield
single to score the second run.
With two out, Bill Albino walked to
load the bases.
After a new Yale pitcher entered
the contest, Sean Brophy singled
to right to make the score 7-3 and
to load the bases again. Fred Dana
was safe on a force play, allowing
another run to score. Al Zappala
followed with a single to left, that
was almost caught by the left
fielder, scoring two more runs to
make it 7-6. Carmine Farese, the
DH and eleventh man to come to
bat in the inning, blooped a single
to right to score the winning runs.

Age
CASS/NERRC

CALL BY 6:00 PM
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Barakat's Successor; Harvard's O' Connor
by Patrick Reap
Terry O'Connor was "on cloud
nine." President Aloysius Kelley
was "very pleased." Jack Phelan
was "very disappointed," and
several basketball players also
voiced disappointment.
These varied reactions around
the Fairfield campus last week
were in response to the announcement that Terrence John O'Connor would succeed Fred Barakat
as head basketball coach and
assistant athletic director.
O'Connor, the assistant coach
at Harvard the past four years, was
the number one choice of the
Selection Committee. This recommendation was sent to Athletic
Director C. Donald Cook and VicePresident of Student Services
William Schimpf. Both agreed with
the choice and President Kelley
also interviewed O'Connor and endorsed him.
Over 140 candidates applied for
the job, with 74 having previous
coaching experience at the college level, including eight Division
I head coaches. It was the first college head coaching job O'Connor
applied for.
Cook praised O'Connor highly
at the press conference, saying,
"Terry O'Connor was selected in
part on the basis that he has a
reputation as a well-organized
basketball technician; in addition,
he brings with him a broad-based
background of experience at
various competitive levels.
"Of special significance too is
the unique sensitivity his im-

mediate past experience brings to '
his role as a recruiter of studentathletes."
O'Connor listed Fairfield's
academics, its basketball tradition, and the new league (Metro
Atlantic Conference that Fairfield
will belong to next year) as factors
in deciding to apply for the Fairfield job.
"Two things are very important
to me. First is the academic standing of Fairfield. In recruiting, I
have to be able to say to a young
man that the school I am coaching
at is a very good place to go to
school. And Fairfield is that. Also,
Fairfield has a good basketball tradition, and the school wants to be
successful at it," said O'Connor.
Commenting on the academic
restrictions at Fairfield, O'Connor
added, "There's no sliding along
and I like that."
O'Connor stated that his coaching philosophy used a running offense often, as well as deploying a
multiple number of defenses.
President Kelley was also pleased with the announcement.
"Terry O'Connor has a good
understanding of Fairfield University—our academics and our basketball program. He has a good
coaching record at various levels.
He's familiar with our high
academic standards, and for us
it's important that he understand
that," the President stated.
However, top assistant coach
Jack Phelan and several players
were openly disappointed that he
was not named.

"I was very disappointed,"
Phelan said. "I was very confident
all along, and had a lot of support
from a lot of different directions. I
guess I didn't have the support of
the committee, though."
As for future plans, Phelan explained, "I am pursuing a number
of other options, including a few
other head coaching positions and
other assistant positions."
Phelan has the option to stay as
assistant to O'Connor, which is
one of the options he will consider. He mentioned the school,
the area, and the players as factors in his possibly staying.
"Naturally, I want to stay from
the players' point of view. We had
a special relationship that you
don't always have. That's one
thing I don't want to leave."
However, sources close to the
team indicate that it would be
more likely to see Phelan pursue
the other options that he alluded
to.
"I really like the school, but I
have to do^what's best for Jack
Phelan," he commented.
The players also were disappointed in that aspect.
Junior captain Rich Wejnert
stated, "I was very disappointed,
but not surprised."
Wejnert also added that O'Connor "seems knowledgable and
seems like he'll do a good job."
Sophomore
center
Pete
DeBisschop added, "I'm disappointed he (Phelan) didn't get it. I
wish he did get it in a way because
he was so close to us."
DeBisschop commented about
the possibility of Phelan returning
again as assistant.
"I think it would be very difficult
for him to do that."

Athletic Director C. Donald Cook announces the selection of Terry
O'Connor as the new Fairfield basketball coach on Wednesday the 15th.
O'Connor replaces Fred Barakat.
[Photo by Duane Bailey]
Sophomore Hank Foster remained optimistic despite his support of Phelan.
I think the guys will stay
together and keep unity. It should
work out pretty well."
Meanwhile, freshman Bobby
Hurt, who had once said he would
possibly consider transferring if
Phelan was not named head coach
simply stated, "I'll be back. I can't
change anything. He (O'Connor)
seems like an interesting guy."

Freshman Jerry Johnson
reacted, "I was sort of surprised.
It's somewhat disappointing, but
it might be a great opportunity for
all of us."
Former head coach Fred
Barakat was not familiar with
O'Connor, so would not comment
about him. However, he did say,
"Of course I'm disappointed for
Jack's sake that he wasn't named
head coach, but I don't know the
criteria or the established prioricontinued on page 11
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Stag Golfers Down Hartford

Fred Dana awaits Yale hurler's toss in Wednesday's come-from-behind
victory over Yale. Losing 7-0, going Into the ninth, the Stags won 8-7.
[Photo by Jeanne Begley]

Softball Team
Drops Three
by Mirror Staff
The Lady Stags are off to a slow
start this season, dropping 3 of
their 4 contests—to Manhattan,
20-13, Yale, 16-11, and New Haven,
14-2. They had their first win
against Molloy, 8-4. The team now
stands 1-4.
Manhattan set the tempo in its
20-13 win with a grand slam in the
first inning. They continued to baffle Fairfield pitchers, producing 14
hits.
Fairfield was also swinging the
bat well, producing 16 hits off
Manhattan pitchers. They were led
by freshman Wendy LeMoine's 3
hits. However, Lady Stag pitchers
walked 10 Lady Jaspers and Manhattan kept one step ahead of Fairfield.
Fairfield dropped a disappointing decision to Yale, 16-11, having

led 11-7 going into the 5th. The
Lady Stags played a strong game
until the sixth, when they gave
Yale 7 runs on walks and errors.
Fairfield lost momentum and
could not muster a comeback.
The Stagettes had their first win
against Molloy on the 11th. The
team strengthened its defense
and pitching and was able to hold
Molloy to 4 runs. Fairfield produced 10 hits with 3 by LeMoine and
the first home run of the season
by sophomore Brenda Lobdell.
The Stagettes defense and pitching loosened again against New
Haven as Fairfield committed 7 errors and gave up 7 walks to drop
the contest, 14-2.
The team plays an away doubleheader Saturday against Trinity,
Monday away at Ouinnipiac and
Wednesday at UB.

by Chris Byrd
Dr. Anthony Costa's Stag
golfers won their second match in
a row with a 347-421 win over Hartford Thursday. The victory brought
the golfers mark to 4-2.
Poor weather and high winds
kept the Stags from shooting their
best scores. Captain Todd Spillane stated, "We didn't play that
great. The weather was lousy."
Despite the poor weather condiiions, the Stag linksmen have performed well. Spillane commented,
"Everything has pretty much
come along."

Two players who have greatly
contributed to the Stag's success
are Senior Bruno DiBiassi and
Sophomore Bobby DeChant. However, during this stretch the Stags
were without the services of
Spillane, who was out with a
shoulder injury, and John Flynn,
who had to quit the team to concentrate on his studies.
The team now faces a tough
five-match string.
Commented Spillane, "The next
five matches will make or break
us." Included in these matches

will be the important New England
Intercollegiate championships at
Cape Cod on Monday and Tuesday
of next week. Senior Kevin Lynch
stated, "It's the big one. It's our
best competition of the year."
Commenting on the team's
chances of winning the tournament, the Captain stated, "I'm
looking for the top 3. The top 5 will
be the worst we could do. I think
we have a shot (of winning it). We
have the potential, the capability.
We just have to get it all together
at the right time."

Ail-Time Fairfield Coaching Records
Coach
Joe Dunn
Robert Noonan
Jim Hanrahan
George Bisacca
Jim Lynam
Fred Barakat

Years

Won

Lost

Percentage

1948-49
1949-50
1950-57
1957-68
1968-70
1970-81

9
5
71
151
23
160

14
16
70
96
29
128

.391
.312
.503
.611
.429
.556

Craig Golden Selects Fairfield
Will Provide Inside Punch
by Mirror Staff
Craig Golden, a 6-foot-8 forward
who played at Worcester (Mass.)
Academy this past season and
directed the team to the New
England Prep School championship, will be attending Fairfield
University in September, it was announced by athletic director C.
Donald Cook.
Golden, a native of Amherst,
N.H., where he played at Milford

high school before attending
Worcester Academy, averaged 10
points and nine rebounds a game
for Coach Tommy Blackburn. Worcester Academy posted an 18-3
record en route to the New England title. In the tournament
semifinals, Golden scored 18
points and 11 rebounds in a win
over St. Thomas More Prep.
At 6-8, 210 pounds, Golden is
impressive as both a shooter (55

percent from the floor this season)
and as a rebounder.
Golden, who was recruited by
Stag associate coach Jack Phelan,
is the second recruit announced
by the Stags this season. Earlier,
Fairfield was chosen by 6-foot-6
forward Bob Brown, scholastic AllAmerica pick from Marian high
school in Framingham, Mass.
Brown completed his season with
a 25-point-per-game average.

